The human renin kidney enhancer is required to maintain base-line renin expression but is dispensable for tissue-specific, cell-specific, and regulated expression.
Renin is the rate-limiting enzyme in the renin-angiotensin system and thus dictates the level of the pressor hormone angiotensin-II. The classical site of renin expression and secretion is the renal juxtaglomerular cell, where its expression is tightly regulated by physiological cues. An evolutionarily conserved transcriptional enhancer located 11 kb upstream of the human RENIN gene has been reported to markedly enhance transcription in renin expressing cells in vitro. However, its importance in vivo remains unclear. We tested whether this enhancer is required for appropriate tissue- and cell-specific expression, or for physiological regulation of the human RENIN gene. To accomplish this, we used a retrofitting technique employing homologous recombination in bacteria to delete the enhancer from a 160-kb P1-artificial chromosome containing human RENIN, two upstream genes and one downstream gene, and then generated two lines of transgenic mice. We previously showed that human renin expression in transgenic mice containing the wild type construct is tightly regulated as is expression of the linked genes. Deletion of the enhancer had no effect on tissue-specific expression of human RENIN, but using the downstream gene as an internal control, found that human RENIN mRNA levels were 3-10-fold decreased compared with constructs containing the enhancer. Despite this decrease in expression, renin protein remained localized to renal juxtaglomerular cells and was appropriately regulated by cues that either increase or decrease expression of renin. Our results suggest that sequences other than the enhancer may be necessary for tissue-specific, cell-specific, and regulated expression of human RENIN.